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The British Transportation Museum's
2015 Schedule of Events
th

May 16 Oakwood OH That Day in May
May 17th Columbus OH Central Ohio British Car Day
May 23rd

Dayton OH British Meet at the Market

June 6th Louisville KY British Car Day
June 14th Cincy OH Ault Park Concours d’Elegance
June 29th-July 2nd St Michaels MD Mini Meet East
July 12th Cincy OH Cincinnati British Car Day
Aug. 1st Dayton OH British Car Day and
Sunbeam United Meet
Sept 20th Dayton OH Carillon Park
Concours d’Elegance

Come on out and join us for the FUN!
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A N N O U N C EMEN T !
BTM BU IL D IN G NEW S
The BTM collection is currently
housed in two temporary warehouses.
The vision is for a permanent facility
to properly display and showcase these
beautiful historic treasures.
The B.T.M. recently found a
suitable building/location in the
Dayton area to bring the collection
together under one roof. We are
now undergoing negotiations for
its purchase.
BTM”S fund raising efforts are critical
for this vision to become a reality.
Please, support this preservation effort
by recruiting new members,
volunteering your time, and/or making
a tax deductible donation. Join us and
share your interest, time, and
knowledge with other likeminded
British transportation enthusiasts.
Please, become an active part of the
British Transportation Museum and be
involved in this exciting growth.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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BTM TECH TALK

Sometimes trouble shooting problems can run you
around in circles. I’m sure we have all been down
this path. Such is the case with the 1969 Austin
1800 (Landcrab) that we got a sweet deal on from
Jim Cumberland of South Carolina. It has an
1800cc transverse motor, essentially an MGB
motor, with an automatic transmission.
The starter on the car and the spare were nonfunctional. With the starter out it could be seen
that the teeth on the torque converter ring gear
were half chewed up. Even a good strong starter
might not have been enough to engage what was
left of the teeth. As the stock starter pulls into the
teeth from the backside, it was decided to do the
quick, cheap fix of using a newer spec starter that
would engage the remaining teeth from the front.
The alternative would be to yank the engine to
replace the ring gear. It seemed like a no-brainer.
While waiting on the new starter, a radiator leak at
the lower hose neck was addressed. The neck was
fairly mangled for some reason and was replaced.
While everything was apart, the engine was
degreased and painted. All was looking good.
The new starter arrived and it fit like a glove. Just a
little rewire to use the new built-in starter solenoid
versus the old remote style solenoid. The engine
now cranked over and soon fired up. It idled
smoothly without much bad stuff out the exhaust
pipe. The only problem was a grinding noise, fairly
loud and definitely not right. The first worry was a
tooth miss-match between the starter and ring
gearbut that was ruled out.
As the engine had not been run in a while, other
major calamities crossed our mind. Looking in the
valve cover did not show much oil. A little was
seeping around the rockers but not much. I’ve never
seen it so dry in there. A remote oil gauge was
plumbed in and confirmed a solid 60 lbs. of
pressure. Out came the rocker assembly and the oil
passage from the head to the rockers was seen to be

properly aligned. The rockers and shaft were
cleaned and all oil passages checked for a
properly aligned. The rockers and shaft were
cleaned and all oil passages checked for a
blockage. None was found.
The oil passage in the head looked clear to the
point of where it takes the bend before the head
gasket. Could the head gasket be on wrong? It
seemed unlikely as the head looked like it had never
been removed.
With it all put back together, adjusted, and
buttoned-up; the engine fired up with the same
noise. A little more oil flowed from the rockers but
not much more. In desperation a cleaner was
added to the engine oil, run in, and allowed to
soak. With the old oil drained, new oil and filter
installed, it was time to give it another shot. Still
the same grinding noise.
This time, while checking for filter canister oil
leaks, there was a different perspective of what was
going on. A spark could be seen occasionally from
the radiator shroud area. The problem was the metal
fan was scraping the metal radiator shroud! An easy
fix after going down so many false paths. The
indoor acoustics had not help in tracking down the
sound. It was a self-made problem caused when the
radiator was reinstalled. We ended up full circle
back to a common issue with these sidewinder
motors. It got overlooked in obsessing over the
starter and an unknown engine.
The time spent working on it kept us out of the
bars but drove us to drink.
~ Pete Stroble
If you would enjoy joining the
BTM MAINTENANCE CREW to work on the
cars in the Museum’s collection at Broadway Street
just let Pete Stroble know at 937-546-0039
1961 Humber Super Snipe - 1 of 2
Driving condition with the rare 3 speed on the
column (most were automatics). Straight body but
needs paint and carpet. New tires. Clean Ohio title.
Asking $5,000.
1976 Triumph Spitfire –
Straight rust free body. New suspension, brakes, and
tires. Asking $6,500.
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H.F.S. (Harry) Morgan

BRITISH PERSONALITIES
Henry Frederick Stanley Morgan was born
in 1881 in Stoke Lacy, Herefordshire. He is
most well known as the founder of the
Morgan Motor Company.
After receiving his degree in engineering
from the Crystal Palace Engineering College,
he began work with the Great Western
Railway at Swindon as an apprentice. He left
Swindon in 1906 and opened a garage and
motor works in Malvern Link.
By 1909 he had developed the three wheeled
Morgan Runabout, with a power to weight
ratio of about 90 hp per ton. After building
several two seat versions and successful
displays at the Olympia auto show, M organ
formed the Morgan Motor Company which
was turned into a limited company in 1912,
with two directors, his father being chairman
- a position which he held until he died in
1937 - and Harry Morgan as managing
director.
1935 marked the advent of a new model fitted
with Ford four-cylinder 8 h.p. and 10 h.p.
engines. Competition from improved four
wheel cars led Morgan to produce a small
four-wheeler, light in weight and with plenty
of power. First shown in 1936 at the Paris
Olympia Shows. It was called the 4/4.
~ John Sheehan
‘Like’ the BTM FACEBOOK page at:
The British Transportation Museum
and
Visit the BTM website at:

www.BritishTransportationMuseum.org

(Information from www.morgan3w.de) ~ John Sheehan

If you would like to contribute to the

“British Automobile”
please send your submission or ideas to
Jeannie at jsnapp7943@yahoo.com by
the 1st of June, August, October, December,
February and April.

GOLD Member of BTM Miami Valley Triumph Club
donated $1,500 to the British Transportation Museum
in 2014 Thanks Miami Valley Triumph Club
BRONZE Member of BTM Central Ohio MG Owners
donated $500 to the British Transportation Museum
in 2014 Thanks Central Ohio MG Owners!
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BTM COLLECTION SPOTLIGHT

1951 MG YA
Built by the MG Car Company between 1947 and
1953, the Y-Type consisted of a MG YA saloon,
MG YT Touring version and a MG YB saloon.
The engine of the MG YA is a 1250cc, 4 cylinder
engine with a single SU Carburetor and develops
46 bhp at 4,800 rpm.
The Y-Type models were one of the first British
production cars to utilize independent front
suspension.
The MG YA models featured a “Jackall System.”
Using four hydraulic jacks clamped to the chassis, a
Jackall pump on the bulkhead allowed the front, back
or entire car to be jacked up to make tire changes
uneventful. By the time production of the Y-Type
ceased, 8,336 had been made with 6,158 YAs, 877
YTs and 1,301 YBs.

Ron Parks’ interview of Dick Smith…
“This MG YA Saloon was donated by Thomas
Poole of Columbus, OH. Tom has a collection of
roadsters and reportedly, his wife told him “That’s
not a roadster; get that YA out of here.”

Dick Smith receiving the beautiful 4-door 51 MG
YA from Tom Poole of Columbus OH.
“Subsequently, when attending the London to
Brighton run in Indiana, Tom saw the museum
signboard with all the museums cars displayed and
asked me, “What do you guys do?” Other museum
members and I were there selling raffle tickets for
the museum’s second raffle car, the one that MG
Car Club member, Glen Marin won.
After hearing the British Transportation Museum’s
story, Tom said, “I think I have something that you
guys would like to have.” And, with Tom’s wife
pressuring him to get rid of that car, he got the idea
of donating it to the museum.
That was on Saturday and not expecting a quick
response, I was surprised to get a phone call from
Tom on Monday morning asking, “When were we
going to come and pick up the car?” When I offered
to come up that day, Tom asked for a couple of days
to rearrange things in his garage. So Pete Stroble and
I went to pick up the car on Wednesday. That’s how
quickly it happened!”

Needless to say, the British Transportation
Museum membership is very pleased to have this
wonderful piece of MG automotive history in its
collection! Thanks again Thomas Poole.
~ Dick Smith

Notice the red pinstripe on this beautiful brown
classic 1951 MG YA with black fenders. This is a
right-hand drive with a cord behind the driver’s
right ear to pull a rear window shade to block the
headlights from behind you.

REMEMBER to turn in your used ink
cartridges to Dick Smith at BTM to help defray
the cost of office supplies and the printing of
your “British Automobile”.
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PRESIDENT’S INSIGHTS
Since I’ve been involved with the Museum
the messaging has always been about What
the Museum was going to do and How we
were going to accomplish it. The words were
refined a bit but the content was pretty much
the same. We never spent much time on
Why.
Our What was that we were to preserve
British vehicles and to present educational
programs and exhibits that feature the
engineering, design, history, and culture
about them.
Our How was to open a fully functioning
Museum to house a collection of unique
British vehicles. This would be the base from
which educational programs, workshops, and
conferences could be given.
We never articulated Why we were about
these tasks. We seemed to take it for granted
that we all shared the same reason for being
involved. This might be the reason that we
have trouble connecting with prospective
members.
I think I speak for most of us that our Why
is that we have a passion for British vehicles.
The beauty of their lines often catches our eye
and from there it can take many different
paths. We love the variety of mechanical
solutions they bring to simple problems.
We enjoy the driving experience they give us
on each trip we take, the success of which is
always up in the air. The camaraderie of likeminded enthusiasts when we get together is
always a treat, be it a local or national event.

We share the bond of surviving projects and
restorations that taxed our abilities. All of this
adds up to an affair of the heart that we can’t
shake.
The Museum is an outlet for this passion. We
don’t have to personally buy and restore
every LBC that comes along. Instead, we can
collaborate on preservation and education.
Our job is to communicate our passion for
British vehicles and invite those that share
that passion to join BTM in carrying the fire
forward.
~ Pete Stroble

Visit the BTM website for updates @
www.BritishTransportationMuseum.org
 Annual Membership Drive
Mike Barton, Membership Chair

This year’s membership drive can really
make a difference for the collection as we
work on a permanent home for the British
Transportation Museum. Upgrade your
membership and encourage others to join.
 BTM Gift Shoppe
Pete and Nancy Stroble

Check out the items available in the gift
shop. Order a new Racing Green BTM
golf shirt for everyone in the family.
 Volunteer Opportunities
Mike Barton

 Updates on the New Building
Pete Stroble

 Docent Program
Mike Edgerton

 Schedule of Events
 Car Collection
 ‘British Automobile’ newsletter
 And So Much More
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`
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A Colorful History of Racing Hues:
British Racing Green
By Adam Kaslikowski 23 Jan 2014

their home country. Each country was
limited to three entries each, and each car
was required to carry both a driver and a
riding mechanic at all times.

This is part 2 of 4 in a series of the history
of racing colors. Today we tackle UK's
British Racing Green. (Click here to read
last week's introduction.)

British Racing Green is one of the most
iconic colors of the automotive world. Its
provenance goes back 110 years and has
decorated countless racing icons.
Unfortunately, there are a lot of
misconceptions about the origin of this
special emerald color. Here we will attempt
to sort through the myriad stories and
present to you the true origin of British
Racing Green.
At the turn of the 20th century, Grand Prix
racing was very different. Races were more
a contest between nations than they were
between drivers or factories.

To make national identification of the
participants easier, each country was required
to adopt a national racing color. They were:
blue for France, yellow for Belgium, white for
Germany and red for Italy.

France walked away with the inaugural
victory in 1900, and thus was given the
honor of hosting the races for the 1901 race.

Wealthy American newspaper man James
Gordon Bennett, Jr. organized an annual
race pitting various countries against each
another in a bid for automobile
manufacturing supremacy.
The Gordon Bennett Cup races were city-tocity contests, with entries required to consist
entirely of components manufactured in
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British manufacturer David Napier opted to
contest this second race, and entered with
his own 50 hp car.

Unfortunately, this particular car weighed in
at a massive three tons and could not keep
its British (Dunlop) tires underneath it.
Selwyn F. Edge, the driver for the 1901
race, opted to fit more robust French tires
and was subsequently disqualified from the
Cup.
Most interestingly though, this Napier wore
a pale shade of olive that the factory called
Napier Green. It is unclear why Napier
chose green as his color of choice; most
likely it was simply personal preference.
Regardless, the deep green we know today
had yet to become Britain’s official racing
color.

With the disqualification of the heavy
Napier, the first two years showcased
complete domination by the French, and the
other participating countries were beginning
to sting at the embarrassment of being
unable to challenge the Gallic successes.

For the 1902 race, Napier was determined to
address its failure from 1901 and developed a
much lighter car weighing in at just a ton.
With the car’s weight lowered dramatically,
the British tires survived the strain of the race.
And it wasn’t just the tires that survived – all
other entrants for the 1902 race retired from
the race due to mechanical problems. With the
Napier alone, the Brits sailed to their first
Gordon Bennett Cup victory.

Due to their victory,
England was scheduled
to host the 1903 event.
However, the rule of the
British land was that no
automobile was allowed
to exceed 12mph, and this decree from
parliament essentially made motor racing
illegal on the entire island. In a mad
scramble, the British organizers switched the
location of the 1903 to Ireland – a land
where the local laws were “adjusted” to
accommodate road racing.
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From Napier’s pale olive to Bentley’s near
black, almost any emerald hue applied to a
British car will be greeted with the name
British Racing Green.
Photography by Andrew Schneider, Otis
Blank, and Afshin Behnia for Petrolicious
and image via flickr.com and
trimphspitfire.nl / Graphic designed by
Becca Clason for Petrolicious
This article contributed by ~ Mike Edgerton
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Editor’s Note: With this issue we will begin an ongoing article about

Harry Mague’s TR6 Restoration
Part 1a… My Triumph Background
When I bought my 1974 TR6 in 1975, little did I
know that 39 years later I would still have it and
would have spent so much time and effort to keep
it running? But to understand my obsession with
Triumphs, a little background is in order.

A total of three Napier cars contested the
1903 race, and they were pitted against
French, German and American entries.
According to contemporary newspapers, the
olive shade of Napier green was darkened to
Shamrock Green in honor of Ireland hosting
the races and this is the first public reference
to a British car being painted green as a part
of a national livery. While it would seem
that Napier Green was the coincidental
choice of a private manufacturer, what
would eventually become known as British
Racing Green was a tribute, ironically, to
Ireland.
As English auto manufacturers are nothing if
not an independent lot, there has never been
one true shade of British racing green. While
most of us picture a deep forest green, this is
not a steadfast rule.

My first exposure to Triumphs occurred in the
summer of 1968 when for $400.00 dollars my
parents and I bought a 1963 Triumph Herald
1200 Salon. It was the summer of my
sophomore year in college and it was the best
car. My not so subtle way of driving it caused
it to last only 1 year before it would have cost
more to fix all the engine, transmission, and
suspension problems than the car was worth.

1963 Triumph Herald 1200 Salon with some
young guy with hair I don’t recognize!!!
To be continued…

~ Harry Mague
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